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ABSTRACT 

Many construction firms in India which are being operated on a very large scale, thereby leaving for 

very less scope of any disorganization in the management. With the increase in scale of operations, 

increases the scope of fraud or any flaw that may have an adverse effect on the company as well as 

the investors. Effective internal audit provides a tool to ease out all the complexities, ensures that 

systems and processes are adequate to support the growth and are adapted to the changes in various 

applicable regulations, thereby ensuring sustained growth and development. For effectiveness of 

internal audit, it is necessary for the auditor to understand the business and operations of the 

construction firms. Hence it is necessary that the audit team should comprise of qualified technical 

engineers to understand nitigrities of construction business. This paper discusses the detailed 

methodology adopted for the effective internal control of the construction firms as well as help the top 

level management to observe overall progress of their firm and the role of domain expertise in 

internal audit. 
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INTRODUCTION 

The construction industry is very important factor in economic activity and wealth creation. This 

industry has a vast impact on the society and the products of this vital industry are of various types 

like buildings, roads and bridges, utility distributions systems, railways, airports, harbors, etc. Internal 

auditors have a key role to play in construction industry with respect to multi-dimensional challenges 

faced by this industry like project risk, funding strategies, cost reduction, project monitoring, etc.
 [6] 

Many construction projects, both publicly- and privately-funded, require that a project audit be 

performed by an independent party. The audit not only tests the accuracy of invoices and other 

charges incurred against the construction project, but may include a review of processes used in 

project management and project cost / schedule controls, and a comparison of those processes to 

industry best practices. Thus, the audit function is an essential project controls tool.
 [1] 

Simulation is 

also an important method in audit system. Section 404 of the Sarbanes-Oxley Act of 2002 gives 

compliance with internal control assurance. The simulation is staged with conversations among audit 

staff members and the company’s system development manager, databases containing application test 

data and program library transactions, and readiness questions. The simulation helps learners develop 

their capabilities for designing audit objectives and procedures for testing system development and for 

querying databases.
 [2] 

Qualitative and quantitative studies via several samples of the audit committee 

members and administrators are classified in 27 indicators of audit process quality grouped into three 
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main stages.
 [3] 

Audit provisions are often included in private construction contracts where all or some 

portion of the work is performed on a cost reimbursable plus a fee basis. In those situations, the 

Owner wants the right to audit the books and records of the contractor to ensure that it reimburses 

only those costs that are properly compensable under the terms of the contract. 
[4] 

To manage the 

various kind of construction projects requires a know-how with organizations and a thorough body of 

knowledge. The project management consultancy (PMC) has characteristic of knowledge, 

performance & inter-personal Skills.
 [5]

 Project management consultancy have versatile role in various 

construction projects and provides the various services from initiation to handing over of projects. 

 

METHODOLOGY 

The research method used to achieve the objectives is based on following steps. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1: Methodology 

 

Authority matrix for appropiate actions

Risk assessment methodology based on report 

Report finalization & site response

Study of collected data as well as site conditions

Data collection through documents & ERP
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The proposed methodology is sketched in Figure 1, which consists, five phases: Data collection 

through documents & ERP,Study of collected data as well as site condition, Report finalization and 

site response, Risk assessment methodology based on report, Authority matrix for appropriate action. 

In phase-I, the data required for audit process is collected through documents present on site as well 

as through software of ERP. In phase-II, the study of collected data as well as site condition is done of 

various process. In phase-III, final report after study of all parameters and site response from site 

person is taken. In phase-IV based on final report risk assessment methodology is carried out. 

Authority matrix for appropriate actionsof higher management is done in final phase.In internal audit 

observations three categories of group were anticipated namely Policy gap, Process gap and 

Compliance gap. Similarly, in each of the category the observation is classified as High, Moderate 

and Low depending on the impact of the audit observations. All three observations are required to be 

statically analyzed to give management the risk assessment for the project.  Results obtained from 

audit observations are classified according to their risk rating of the observation. Table 1 shows 

detailed definition of risk rating. We consider weightage on a scale of 5 as follows. 

Table 1. Definition of risk rating 

     Risk rating             Definition   Weightage 

 

            High 

Serious irregularities/ regulatory breaches, which 

require urgent attention from the senior 

management. 

 

3 

 

         Moderate 

Irregularities which are not very serious in nature 

but require mid-level managements action for 

resolution. 

 

2 

 

Low 

Observations which are not irregularities in nature 

but which could involve organizational efficiencies. 

 

1 

 

The risk score calculated after analysis of observation can be explained with the help of Table 2 in 

which the risk between 0-50 is at low risk, scorebetween 51-100 has a moderate risk, risk score 

between 101-200 has a major risk and risk score above 200 has a critical risk. 

Table 2. Definition of risk score 

Score Overall risk 

0-50 Low 

51-100 Moderate 

101-200 Major 

Above 200 Critical 

 

RESULTS & DISCUSSION 

The methodology is used to conduct Operational audits on projects like Hospital building, Power 

generation plant,Business park project & Sports complex along with ancillary building. Some of audit 

observation which I was part of are illustrated in Table 3. 
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Table 3. Audit Observations 

Sr. No. Audit area & observations Risk matrix 

1.0 Contract Related 

1.1 As per site record labour license was expired and although site has 

sent for renewal the extension of the same is yet to be received. 

Site has already deposited renewal fees for 800 workers and 

security deposit of additional 600 workers. Due to certain verbal 

commitments with concern officials, license is not issued. 

Process-Low 

2.0 Planning  

2.1 We checked the batching plant concrete production for the period 

from June-14 to July-15 and we observed that the site planning has 

underutilized the batching plant as compared to its available period 

for production. Utilization of batching plant was dependent on 

availability of front, which revised, due to change in design and 

volume of sub structure works. 

Compliance-

Moderate 

2.2 Site has achieved only 32% compared to the planned/estimated 

work done. 

After award of work, there was no progress till end of Oct- 2014, 

due to alteration in sub structure design. 

Compliance- Low 

2.3 Variation of Rs.3,39,95,822/- in unit rates estimations in tender for 

Bricks, Tiles, Kotah & Granite, the actual unit rate as on July-15. 

Exposed bricks rates were considered as Rs. 6.0/-  per bricks, later 

revised to Rs. 8/- per brick, due to non-availability of an alternate 

vendor. Only source DADOO bricks had limited quantum of 

bricks. 

Process-Moderate 

3.0 Reconciliation of Major Materials  

3.1 There is a huge difference of about 12.25% between actual 

concrete consumption and the quantity of concrete certified by the 

client. Site management needs to verify and reconcile the concrete 

at the earliest. Reconciliation of materials were reworked as on 30 

September and wastages are obtained within limit. 

Process-Moderate 

     3.2 The estimated excess wastage of reinforcement is 9.39% is very 

high and the site management needs to verify the reconciliation 

and take necessary steps to bring it down to acceptable level. 

Verified and wastage is within reasonable limit. 

Process-Moderate 

4.0 Client Billing  

4.1 Contract value may revise from Rs.359.97 Cr. to Rs.304.61 Cr. 

though client had floated tender for part works to descope, later 

due to improvement in progress of works, same is delayed. Official 

communication awaited. 

Policy –Low 

 

4.1.1 a. 

Rs. 1,39,03,636/- difference between cumulative work done 

amount claimed and certified. Certain part rate claims were made, 

which are not admissible as per terms of contract, thus not 

certified. 

Site has achieved work done of Rs. 48,54,11,719/- in 13 months. 

 

Compliance-

Moderate 

& 

Compliance-Low 

4.2 Cumulative amounts as per RA Bill No.8 period up to May-15 

differs with the trial balance as on July-2015. 
 

4.3 & 4.4 Client has certified Rs.74 lacs towards extra claim of dewatering 

works due to increase in depth than original depth of footings 

envisaged. However, another item of Rs. 3 Cr. receivables against 

Policy-Moderate 
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Sr. No. Audit area & observations Risk matrix 

de-watering works carried between Nov.-2014 to May-2015 is not 

certified by the client.  Similarly, site has claimed an amount of Rs. 

2.40 Cr. towards idle labour, plant and machinery due to work 

suspension. Both these claims are not certified by the client till 

date and management has to look into the matter for recovery of 

claims. These items are under negotiation and discussion with 

client. 

4.5 Excess cost of Rs. 18.60 lacs were incurred towards specially 

designed forms for waffle slabs and precast arches than PSE 

provision for dining room of building. This was not envisaged 

earlier. 

Process-Low 

5.0 Subcontractor Billing  

5.1 The ambulance is deployed at site for 9 months for Rs. 2,34,000/- 

without having the PSE provision. This was not envisaged in PSE, 

though a statutory requirement. 

Process- Moderate 

5.2 The125 KVA DG set deployed on hire at site and incurred Rs.76, 

21,068/- hiring charges for deploying diesel generator towards 

work of dewatering. Said work has arisen due to change in the 

foundation depth of foundation excavation as per revised GFC said 

amount is yet to be claimed. These claims are made under 

dewatering sub head. 

Process-Moderate 

5.3 Subcontractors work done liability of Rs. 20,68,199/- period up to 

July-15 not provided in ERP would be reviewed. 

Process-Moderate 

5.4 On test check basis, we checked the bills of the subcontractor who 

is carrying out the Misc. works such as unloading, shifting, 

stacking and cutting of cement bags etc. works. It was noted that 

site has incurred approximately Rs. 15, 98,929/- up to July end on 

account of such Misc. works labour cost booked for such Misc. 

items appear to be on higher side. 

Process-Low 

6.0 Stores  

6.1 We checked the trial of procurement such as indent dates, purchase 

order date and good receipt note preparation date and we observed 

that in some of the instances material has been procured with a 

delay of 30 days and more. 

Compliance -Low 

7.0 Plant & Machinery  

7.1 We observed that the cost incurred on hired of Rs.5,94,308/- we 

analyze the cost effectiveness for 1 DG jointly with the site plant 

official and noticed that the hire charges paid to the subcontractor 

is more or less of new DG purchase cost Rs.7- 7.50 lacs 

approximately. 

Process-Moderate 

7.2 Some of the equipment’s stand idle for more than 50% we also 

observed that 31 equipment’s deployed at site out of 18 are 

underutilize. 

Compliance-

Moderate 
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Table 4:  Summary of observations of commercial building site 

 

CONCLUSION 

As risk score is with 0-50, the overall risk for project is low, based on audit observations 60.71 % 

impact percentage is for process gap and 28.58 % & 10.71 % impact percentage is for compliance 

gaps and for policy issue. Hence it can be concluded that the middle level management has to 

concentrate on process gap and proper compliance for site. 

Table 5: Calculation of impact percentage of site 

Risk rating Weightage Number of audit observations impact 

 High Moderate Low High Moderate Low Risk 

Score 

Impact 

% 

Policy 3 2 1 0 1 1 3 10.71 

Process 3 2 1 0 7 3 17 60.71 

Compliance 3 2 1 0 3 2 8 28.58 

Total     11 6 28 100 

 

With advancement in construction techniques & technology introduction of ERP (Enterprise Resource 

Planning) software, the construction industry has become more technology driven and the operations 

are becoming more & more mechanized. Due to these advancements conducting internal audit is also 

becoming more challenging and technology driven. Hence inclusion of technical person having 

domain expertise is becoming inevitable. The expert having operational knowledge and ERP expertise 

will be the necessity in the field of internal audit of construction firms. In fact same will be applicable 

for other engineeringfields such as automobile industry, mechanical industry, power plant refineries. 

Technical person having domain expertise in these fields will be required along with finance persons 

for effectiveness of internal audit process and for value addition to the client. This requirement will 

open new avenue for the engineers in various disciplines for their career in internal auditing. 

The robust internal control developed and monitored by strong internal audit team having domain 

expertise can improve efficiency of the constructionfirms and will minimize the chances of frauds. 
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